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Viersen, 19th March 2020

Dear Customer,

EA Elektro Automatik is still working under full capacity and there is yet no reported Corona virus infection 
among our factory‘s personnel. Strong measures are in place to prevent Corona virus affecting our 
processes (refer to additional attachement). Further to that, EA has worst- case szenario plans to maintain 
product availability high, even under challenging circumstances. 

We keep on strongly pursuing our production plan, our key suppliers in e.g. China (EA joint ventures in 
Shanghai and Dongguan plus some sub-PCB suppliers) are already operating over 90%, so processes are 
stable. There are some minor logistic issues (e.g. reduced airway transport capacties causing slight delays) 
but it does not significantly affect our general ability to produce. Our regular- and safety component stock 
is also high. Electronica China show is re-scheduled to 3 - 5 July which means, at least China government 
is positive on fully banning Corina virus by then.

Germany is still not as heavily restricted as other European countries (e.g. France, Spain, Italy, Belgium), 
currently there is ban on sport events, exhibitions, concerts, sports clubs, bars, discos/entertainment etc.
Yet, people can freely walk around but are highly sensitised and cautious with activities and personal 
contacts to avoid contagion.

As from Monday March 23rd, production in Viersen will be working in two separate shifts (morning and 
afternoon shift), so as to further prevent any full factory shut down should, against all measures adopted, 
one shift be affected by a Corona virus case (shift redundancy). Beside that, all administration staff have
the ability to work from home.

Under this light, we keep on producing power supplies and e-loads to fulfill our supply engagements and 
EA will keep on doing all the neccessary to maintain this up and counter-strike Corona effects. 

Our key joint-venture partners in China/Shanghai have communicated us just recently that life there is 
getting back to normal, streets are becoming lively again, most companies in our industrial environment
are already working to 90% of their regular level. The infection bell there has the strongest down turn 
since Corona virus was discovered and, it looks like Corona is under control, owing to the drastical 
measures applied in China. This is favourable for our industries and our anti-Corona strategies as well.

In this sense, EA is in good hope to overcome Corona, at the same time maintaining our high supply ability.

We hope our lifes will get back to normal soon and we wish you all to stay in good health conditon.

Yours sincerely,

EA Elektro-Automatik 

Wolfgang Horrig
Manager Sales & Marketing
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